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For Immediate Release
Wiley rolls out DataSalon’s Publisher Dashboard Service
DataSalon’s new Publisher Dashboard service provides Wiley’s staff with instant insights into
customer interactions, and is already a key tool in informing publishing and sales strategies.
Hoboken, NJ, and Oxford, UK, 13 November 2018: John Wiley and Sons, Inc announced today the rollout
of DataSalon’s comprehensive Publisher Dashboard service to their worldwide sales, marketing, and
editorial teams.
DataSalon’s new Publisher Dashboard service allows Wiley to create dashboards tailored to their specific
requirements, giving them a complete picture of their customers – not just of institutional usage and
denials data, but also of authors, article citations, journal subscriptions, and open access article sales.
As an integrated part of the service, source data from a variety of sources is automatically linked, cleaned,
and deduped, ensuring truly accurate metrics.
Over 200 Wiley staff worldwide are already actively using dashboards on a regular basis to:




chart Wiley’s share of articles published and citations received, in order to understand more about
the positioning and reputation of their journals
review usage development at both a customer and journal level, including the prediction of year
end values to give early visibility of trends
rank institutions by denials to identify new sales prospects

Wiley’s analytics team, with support from DataSalon, have set up a wide range of dashboards which staff
can access at a click of a button. Filters allow the same set of metrics to be easily displayed for particular
countries or subjects, while extensive drill-down options allow users to explore the full detail behind
general trends.
“DataSalon’s dashboard service helps elevate the underlying data to our users in an intuitive fashion,
addressing the need for quick, simple, and visual display. The less time we as publishers spend wrestling
with the data, the more insight can be created and shared with our customers and partners, which enables
pro-active development decisions; DataSalon fully appreciate that and work with us in creating an
environment that works,” said Iain Craig, Senior Director of Market & Publishing Analytics at Wiley.
Nick Andrews, Managing Director at DataSalon, commented: “We’re delighted that there has been such
an enthusiastic uptake of our new service at Wiley. Close collaboration with Wiley and other publishers
has allowed us to build what we believe is the most comprehensive scholarly publisher dashboard solution
on the market, and it’s great to see it already showing value to Wiley.”
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Notes for editors:

About DataSalon
DataSalon are the experts in customer insight for publishers. We pride ourselves on excellent service, and
our cloud-based services are fast, flexible, and backed by first-class support. Many of the world’s biggest
scholarly publishers rely on DataSalon to help drive new sales, inform future strategy, and provide
accurate insight to the whole organization.
www.datasalon.com.
Media Contact
Nick Andrews, Managing Director, DataSalon
Email: info@datasalon.com

About Wiley
Wiley is a global provider of knowledge and knowledge-enabled services that improve outcomes in areas
of research, professional practice and education. Through the Research segment, the Company provides
digital and print scientific, technical, medical, and scholarly journals, reference works, books, database
services, and advertising. The Professional Development segment provides digital and print books,
online assessment and training services, and test prep and certification. In Education, Wiley provides
education solutions including online program management services for higher education institutions and
course management tools for instructors and students, as well as print and digital content.
www.wiley.com
Media Contacts
Wiley:
Josh Glickman (US) +1 201-748-6572
Tom Griffin (UK) +44 (0) 1865 476213
newsroom@wiley.com
Follow us on Twitter @WileyNews
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